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Have a question? Visit our help center. Want to sell a work by this artist? Consign with Artsy. Nobuyoshi Araki is a prolific photographer who has produced thousands of photographs over the course of ...
Grand Light Picture Scroll One Hundred Views of Tokyo, 1988
Have a question? Visit our help center. Want to sell a work by this artist? Consign with Artsy. Nobuyoshi Araki is a prolific photographer who has produced thousands of photographs over the course of ...
Flower, Yamorinski and Bondage, 2006
Here to celebrate Taka Ishii Gallery's first anniversary in Hong Kong, Japanese photographer and contemporary artist Nobuyoshi Araki is here with his brand new collection of photographic works ...
Flower Rondeau by Nobuyoshi Araki
At the occasion of an exhibition of Nobuyoshi Araki’s work in Vienna in 1997, Austrian critic Christian Kravagna wrote an essay entitled Bring on the Little Japanese Girls! Araki in the West. Its ...
Issei Suda and Japanese Photography in the West
View the works of one of Japan’s most celebrated photographer Nobuyoshi Araki at Over the Influence gallery. Nobuyoshi Araki, one of Japan’s most celebrated photographer presents over 70 ...
Nobuyoshi Araki
It’s little wonder that Nobuyoshi Araki’s photos of female nudes have been so popular. Araki, one of Japan’s best-known contemporary photographers, is known for pushing the envelope.
In Need of Sensuality and Hype?
1, Tokyo University of the Arts, 2020); Grotesque and cruel imagery in Japanese gender expression: Nobuyoshi Araki, Makoto Aida and Fuyuko Matsui (The Persistence of Taste: Art, Museums and ...
Remain Calm: Solitude and Connectivity in Japanese Architecture, 3rd Iteration of Sharjapan
Nobuyoshi Araki's "Grand Diary of a Photo - Maniac, 1997-2000" in the "Desire" show There's a lot of photography, from Man Ray's early mid-20th century women softly touching their throats ...
Art Basel: Unsettling "Desire" showcases Sex in the Design District
Is your work a reaction to the explicitly sexualised photographic work of artists such as Nobuyoshi Araki and Jan Saudek, and a more poetic interpretation of the nude, maybe even harking back to ...
All the aspects of ‘her’
Among the Japanese exhibitors were renowned photographers Daido Moriyama and Nobuyoshi Araki, also known as “Ararchy.” The successful bids ranged between the equivalents of 200,000 yen and 30 ...
Vending machine snap goes under hammer for 4.5 million yen
Above the daisies on her left shoulder, Gaga has the words “Tokyo Love” handwritten by Japanese photographer and contemporary artist Nobuyoshi Araki. In 2009, Gaga and Araki collaborated on a ...
All of Lady Gaga’s tattoos and their meanings
The book includes photographs from a diverse span of artists, from the Japanese eroticists Nobuyoshi Araki and Daido Moriyama to contemporary European fashion photographers Juergen Teller, Viviane ...
New book offers up a history of the body in photography
Here you’ll also find rare and out-of-print books by Cy Twombly and Sol LeWitt, art by David Shrigley and polaroids by Nobuyoshi Araki. The shop doubles as an events space for book launches and ...
Feast for the senses
Among the Japanese exhibitors were renowned photographers Daido Moriyama and Nobuyoshi Araki, also known as “Ararchy.” The successful bids ranged between the equivalents of 200,000 yen and 30 ...

This is a collection of the Japanese erotic photographer Araki's life work:ll the hundreds of colour and duotone photos included were personallyelected by Araki himself. While his reputation is founded on his interest inhe overtly sexual, this portfolio demonstrates how varied his work can be,omprising pictures of animate and inanimate objects, day life and night life,ityscape and landscape, and a sequence on his own wife as she lay dying.
Two legendary photographers meditate on death, memory and ritual The latest collaboration between these two seminal photographers, Leben und Todis the culmination of their joint exhibition at artspace AM, Tokyo, in 2019. This intensely personal project concentrates on Juergen Teller's (born 1964) series Leben und Tod(Life and Death), which reflects upon the death of his uncle and stepfather Artur, juxtaposing photographs of his mother and homeland in Bubenreuth,
Bavaria, with symbolic images of fertility and life on holiday in Bhutan with his partner Dovile Drizyte. Inspired by this series, Nobuyoshi Araki (born 1940) asked to photograph Teller's "childhood memory objects," items of particular emotional significance to him and his parents. Teller eagerly collected such personal gems, among them toys, a porcelain figurine and bridges made in the family's violin workshop; the resulting images by Araki are haunting yet playful,
creating an intriguing narrative alongside the original story.

Polarnography is a collection of 100 previously unpublished Polaroid pictures by Nobuyoshi Araki in 2016, in which portraits of women and sky equally divide the space. The Japanese photographer intentionally analyses the pictures, pair after pair: the controversial nudes of Japanese women bound with the kinbaku technique made him famous around the world, just as his visceral love for the city of Tokyo, celebrated in many of his photography series, from Tokyo Lucky
Hole to Tokyo Diary, Tokyo Novel or Suicide in Tokyo. Women and sky not only coexist in the traditional Polaroid shot but instead complement one another, in forms and colours: 100 combinations for 100 unique, previously unpublished and unrepeatable works. The 100 pictures by the Japanese master are reproduced in facsimile and gathered in a box which is, in turn, the facsimile of the box that held the original photographs. The rhetorical composition between Polaroid
and Pornography obviously lies at the heart of the title Polarnography. Nobuyoshi Araki (Tokyo, 1940), one of the most controversial and representative artists of the modern age, is a witness to and particularly emblematic and prolific example of contemporary photography language. Over the course of his long and multifaceted creative career, the artist has used photography in its different genres, acceptations and iconic possibilities, pushing it to the extreme limits of
violent and hyperreal, aesthetically refined and sublime visions. He has published over 350 books and is considered one of the most prolific artists of all time. His works are found in numerous museums, including the Tate and the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.
Pleasure parlors: Araki's tour of an erotic underworldIt started in 1978 with an ordinary coffee shop near Kyoto. Word spread that the waitresses woreno panties under their miniskirts and see-through pantyhose. Similar establishments popped up across the country. Men waited in line outside to pay three times the usual coffee price just to be served by a panty-free young woman. Within a few years, a new craze took hold: the no-panties “massage” parlor. Competition for
customers led to an increasingly bizarre range of services fromfondling clients through holes in coffins whilst they lie naked inside playing dead to interiors catering tocommuter-train fetishists. One particular destination was a Tokyo club called “Lucky Hole”. Here, the premise was ridiculously simple: clients stood on one side of a plywood partition, a hostess on the other; in between them was a hole big enough for a certain part of the male anatomy to pass through. Taking
the Lucky Hole as his title, Nobuyoshi Araki captures Japan's sex industry in full flower, documenting inmore than 800 photos the pleasure-seekers and providers of Tokyo's Shinjuku neighborhood before the February 1985 New Amusement Business Control and Improvement Act put a stop to many of the country's sex locales. Throughmirrored walls, bed sheets, cages, orgies, the bondage and the groans, this is the last word on an age of bacchanalia, infused with moments
of humor, precise poetry, and questioning interjections.Text in English, French, and German
A young woman with her legs spread wide; buttoned-up dressed workers on a city street. Contrasting photos like these of intensely private scenes, and snapshots of nameless passers-by are Nobuyoshi Araki's early commentary on the heterogeneity of Japanese society, calling the moral responsibility of its members into question. This book combines Araki's Tokyo series from his early works with a selection of his recent Polaroid collages and newly developed slide
shows--all of them exploring the contradictions between anonymity and intimacy, the public and private sphere, reality and dream. The legendary Araki is one of the most influential and widely discussed artists today, one who deals with nakedness, sexuality and the body in a radical and realistic way. Through an extreme emotional and physical closeness with his subjects, he becomes not only part of their lives but plays a central role in his own photos, thus transcending
voyeurism. Together with Nan Goldin, Larry Clark and Boris Mikhailov, Araki is considered one of the pioneers of intimate subjective photography. Art is all about doing what you shouldn't. Nobuyoshi Araki Co-published with C/O Berlin Exhibition: C/O Berlin, 8 December 2018 to 3 March 2019
The definitive overview of Japan's greatest and most controversial living photographer.
This small, special limited edition collector's item artist's book finds the infamous Japanese photographer Araki creating a sequence of Polaroid images which switch between the erotic pathos of sublimation and blooming flowers. Born in Tokyo in 1940, Nobuyoshi Araki is the best-known Japanese photographer at work today. His trademark nudes, while highly controversial, have been exhibited at major museums internationally. The architecture of Tokyo, still lifes, and
flower studies are other recurring subjects of the prolific artist.
"I want to capture the joys of life. Not"AIDS" or "cancer" or "suffering" but joy. Closing my eyes to those realities, I want to bubble over with pleasure in these pictures. I know that the minute you let go, death comes creeping up from behind. But I want to have a ball anyway. That's exactly what I thought it would be like to work wiht Nan Goldin. Not to depict death." Nobuyoshi Araki
A specially-bound, limited numbered edition of 3,000 copies Each copy individually numbered Includes foil-blocked, tipped in, textured pagesTexts throughout printed on different sized, pre-dyed, various coloured stock Bound in special fabric and presented in a slipcase Nobuyoshi Araki is arguably Japan’s greatest living photographer, and certainly its most controversial. The more than 300 books he has published over the last four decades attest to his inexhaustible
creative energy, while his work, which often challenges social taboos surrounding sex and death, has drawn critical attention both at home and abroad. This major publication provides the most comprehensive overview yet of Araki’s highly prolific forty-year career. Araki’s key series of works are included alongside many new and previously unpublished photographs.
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